Creation of a stable human reporter cell line suitable for FACS-based, transdominant genetic selection.
Quality bioassays are central to all approaches directed at understanding or perturbing the function of proteins. One type of cell-based bioassay involves an engineered reporter whose transcriptional activity serves as a readout for upstream signals of a biochemical pathway(s) that feeds into the reporter. We describe a general strategy for creating a mammalian reporter line with attributes suitable for a high complexity, en masse transdominant genetic screen. The basic criteria required of the mammalian cells engineered with the reporter include ease of maintenance, ease of sorting by FACS, ability to be transduced by retroviruses, and high expression of transduced peptides or cDNAs. For maximal enrichment during selection, the reporter line should have a relatively homogeneous response and a high signal-to-background ratio. We use a melanoma cell line transduced with a retinoic-acid-responsive promoter coupled to a GFP reporter as a case study to demonstrate the strategy. We characterize an optimized retinoic-acid-responsive reporter clone to determine the kinetics of reporter induction and decay in the presence and absence of retinoids. Dose-response studies reveal that the reporter responds to all-trans retinoic acid with an EC50 of approximately 1 nM. The strategy described is general and may be applied to create other reporter lines that respond to a specific stimulus.